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Peace Babes. How are you all enjoying learning about the planet? Do you see the link between important sky 
stuff, Ancient people, our land and royalty? It's hella dope, right? I traded all my stress in exchange to learn more 
about this kinda stuff.  How bout considering the reality that everything once documented is happening again? 
Now do you see the importance in comprehending the stars testimonial of what has already been? 
 
As I mentioned in blog #4, SunSoulAstrology has played a significant role in my personal awakening. Her channel 
unifies science, natural talents, ET origins & Earth to help curious Beings make better sense of this thing called life 
. Maru Matu is intense. However, she is spot on & an incredible resource. The link to her YouTube channel is 
listed below. 
 
Last blog, we chatted about Regulus. This time, we'll discuss Sirius. Let's dive into the 1st fact right now. Shall 
we… 
 
Sirius is Respected As A God 
 
The effects of Sirian energy and influences from 1993/4 created renewed interest in the most influential heavenly 
body. Sirius, AKA the dog star is described as "he who awakens the Gods of air & summons the to their office of 
bringing the rain. As Hindu's call this star the Rain Star. Ancient Egyptians called the star the "Nile Star or Star 
(soul) of Isis. It's annual appearance is just before dawn during Summer Solstice (June 21). Around July 4, Sirius 
is hidden by the sun's glare. The Ancient Egyptians refused to bury their dead during the 70 days the star was 
hidden. They believed this meant the door to the afterlife was closed. 
 
Sirius The Dog 
 
Sirius is also known as mythology' s watch dog for the Heavens. Guarding the bridge of the Milky Way, guarding 
the abyss into incarnation. It's a symbol of power, steadfastness of purpose and will. Which exemplifies the initiate 
who unified higher and lower consciousness (similar to a Gemini). 
 
The Chinese recognize the area of this bridge as Heaven and Hell. The higher mind gathers the experiences of 
the personality. The soul judges each past life and the circumstances needed to promote growth. Given these 
circumstances are attached to desire, sensation and required experinces, the soul continues to reincarnate. The 
soul can't pass over the bridge until the journey is protected. 
 
 



Sirius- The Hound From Hell 
 
Astronomer Aratus referred to Canis Major (googleable term) as the guarded dog of Orion (googleable term). Walking behind his 
master on his hind legs with the alpha star Sirius in its jaws. The concept of the mind slaying the real relates to the dog being both 
the hunter and the killer. Aka, the hound from Hell. Sirius reps Laelaps, a dog so swift, no prey could escape it. The dog was said 
to be owned by various members of Greek royalty. Including Zeus. 
 
How are you enjoying the way the planets interact with Earth? Pretty cool, huh? Learning this kind of info forced me to make 
peace with all my trauma & drama. The detox capsules were a huge tool. I ate 100% alkaline or fasted & lost maaad weight, beat 
depression & learned how to truly begin loving myself. Order your detox capsules today and get a free 15 min consultation from a 
Dr. Sebi Advocate sharing the best alkaline herbs for what's discussed. Click here to order yours today: 
 https://www.hellomynameisangela.com/product-page/cellular-detox-herbs 
 
Disclaimer: These capsules balance and clears the cell. However, we are not doctors. Nor do we treat anything nor anyone. 
 
Sun Soul Astrology Update: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGwToCGxf-g& 
https://youtu.be/RGwToCGxf-g 
 
 


